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November is here and we're thrilled to
share the exciting news about the

Florence network preparatory meeting!
Our wonderful president and vice
president, Natalie and Tim, have

dedicated their efforts alongside the
organizing committee in Thessaly to

make this event memorable. Building on
the valuable suggestions from our last
meeting in Madrid, the student board

has collaborated closely to craft a
fantastic agenda. 

We are excited to announce the theme
for FNAM 24:

Strengthening and resilience through
education and digital innovation

An essential announcement for students
eager to contribute to the Student Board in

the upcoming academic year! With the
majority of the current board graduating,
we now have four open positions. If you're
interested in taking on a pivotal role, start
preparing your introduction presentations
to showcase your candidacy. This is your

chance to make a compelling case for why
you'd be a great addition to the board. Stay

tuned for more details – additional
information will be provided shortly!

Food market is one of the traditions we
would like to continue with.  Each student
is invited to contribute a tasty treat from
their home country to share with the rest

of the group. This delectable experience is
scheduled for Monday evening, ensuring

the freshness of the offerings. To make this
market truly special, a bit of preparation

will be necessary. Stay tuned for more
details on how you can enhance this

culinary exchange. Additional information
will be shared with you soon.
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One of the improvements the
students wanted to see was more

including and interactive sessions,
we have tried to make that

suggestion possible with a student
panel. On the last day of the FNAM
there will be a panel in one of the
larger conference rooms where

students have the chance to share
their thoughts and discuss the
topic and theme of the last few

days with both students and
teachers in the audience. Do you

feel like you could have some
interesting things to share and
would like to participate in the

student panel, please write this in
the google form with the box

marked “Student Panel”.  

We have a workshop planned and need
some already graduated midwives and

nurses, if you know someone who has
worked for at least 2 years and would
like to help us out, please send their

email in the google form also. 

Regarding accommodation, more info
will follow. The rooms will house two
students or three, so you will need to

write who you would prefer to stay with,
in the google form.  

Stay connected

Instagram page
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We've explored fantastic coffee shops,
bars, and savored delicious traditional

Greek cuisine. Now, we're busy planning
enjoyable activities and eagerly

anticipating hosting you alongside our
Greek student hosts. The excitement is

building up as we look forward to meeting
each one of you and sharing memorable

moments while discovering the charms of
Larissa. Get ready for a fantastic time of

learning, exploration, and camaraderie at
the upcoming meeting!


